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Abstract: It is apparent that certain news outlets occasionally report biased 
news. Forcefully planted biased viewpoints can cause harmful effects on 
society thus democracy. Since online news is gradually becoming the main 
source of news particularly for the new generation, new mechanisms to tackle 
online news bias will benefit the society as a whole in future. In this study we 
investigate how online participation and crowdsourcing techniques can be 
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utilised to fight against biased news to leverage the power of internet users who 
are now becoming active participants rather than merely being passive readers. 
Even though there have been some previous attempts to mitigate online news 
bias, the aforementioned methods have been overlooked and underutilised. 
Based on the findings of this study a novel news platform to mitigate online 
news bias is proposed and discussed in the end. 

Keywords: online participation; crowdsourcing; news bias; online news; news 
aggregation; news platform; bias mitigation. 
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays there exists a huge number of news providers. If an incident happens, they 
report this news with different headlines, words, pictures etc. This is an unavoidable 
situation. However, for an example the usage of certain words and pictures can also 
express the viewpoints of the author of a particular news story to the readers. The 
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professional journalists should avoid these occurrences as much as possible by only 
reporting the news incident without mentioning their own perspectives of it. However, it 
is apparent that some news sources unethically use such practises to artificially plant 
viewpoints in the audience. This phenomenon can be identified as media bias which is 
formally defined as below. 

“By definition, the word bias refers to showing an unjustified favouritism 
toward something or someone. Thus, on a very simplistic level, media bias 
refers to the media exhibiting an unjustifiable favouritism as they cover the 
news. When the media transmit biased news reports, those reports present 
viewers with an inaccurate, unbalanced, and/or unfair view of the world around 
them.” (Levasseur, 2008) 

Bias can be implanted in various stages of news production (Park et al., 2009). However, 
it can be mainly classified as Selection Bias and Presentation Bias (Groeling, 2013). 
Selection bias occurs when the news provider chooses an unrepresentative sample of 
news stories from all the possible news stories. For an example one news provider may 
deliberately not cover positive news events related to the government. Presentation Bias 
occurs when a news provider employs various ways to influence the reader with the 
content and the placement of the news items. The presentation bias can be incorporated 
into news stories in following ways (Park et al., 2009; Groeling, 2013). 

• Bias by labelling • Bias by photo and media 
• Bias by word choice • Bias by selection of sources 
• Bias by tone • Bias by news framing 
• Bias by spin • Bias by the visual dimension 
• Bias by placement • Bias by length 
• Bias by ordering  

As there are numerous ways to inject bias in news, a common reader will not be able to 
easily understand the biasness of a particular news story by himself alone as it will 
require critical analysis and time (Park et al., 2011). The news providers use this  
opportunity to manipulate the general opinion of the reader, consequently the public 
altogether. This is happening in media industry due to different reasons (Herman, 2003). 
Political views of the media owners and the demand for biased news are the foremost 
reasons for media bias according to the researchers (Gentzkow et al., 2015; Tully et al., 
2020). 

Thanks to the modern communication technologies, an online news article can be 
spread to millions of readers within few minutes. But if this news is biased or wrong, it 
can also bring great harm to people. Especially if this news article makes people angry it 
can lead to riots, clashes and other destructive consequences. Furthermore, biased news 
can change peoples’ opinions and this can be deliberately used to change their 
viewpoints. For an example there is a claim by researchers that Fox News has affected the 
behaviour of voters during an election in the USA using this approach (DellaVigna and 
Kaplan, 2007). Thus, biased news can directly influence democracy. Hence, discovering 
methods to mitigate the media bias is valuable to the entire society. 

Online news is becoming a main source of news for the people along with the 
imminent abundance of the internet usage (Kohut, 2013; Kennedy and Prat, 2019).  
For example, online news has become as popular as television news while the usage of 
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printed media was declining in UK (Oxford University, 2017). Further, online media has 
become the number one source for news for people younger than 35 years. 

There have been various methods proposed to fight against bias in online news.  
In this paper, we wish to propose a solution in this regard based on online participation 
and crowdsourcing techniques. Merriam-Webster dictionary defines crowdsourcing as 
“the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions 
from a large group of people and especially from the online community rather than from 
traditional employees or suppliers” (Merriam-Webster, 2021). With the advent of Web 
2.0 internet users have become more active and participative in comparison with the 
passive usage in the past. Therefore, crowdsourcing platforms and techniques can be 
advantageous and yet a feasible solution to mitigate biased online news. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First, previous work related to mitigating 
biased online news are reviewed. Then, the online participation methods related to news 
sector are discussed. Next, the lessons from crowdsourcing platforms are evaluated. 
Subsequently the findings of this review are discussed from the viewpoint of what will 
bring benefits to address news bias. Based on the discussion, a novel framework is 
proposed to mitigate biased online news. Then the implementation and evaluation of the 
proposed system are discussed. Finally, some conclusions are drawn from the experience 
of this research study. 

2 Previous work 

Researchers have employed diverse methods to mitigate online news bias. This section 
reviews most related work. 

Aggregating news from multiple sources and presenting them to the readers is a 
popular technique to fight against biased news. DiversiNews (Trampuš et al., 2015) and 
NewsBird (Hamborg et al., 2020) use automated news aggregation for this purpose. The  
aggregated news is presented to the readers with interactive controls like grouping, 
filtering and sorting. Further DiversiNews utilises automatic sentiment analysis  
which calculates the polarity (positive, neutral or negative) of each news article.  
The polarity value is displayed in the user interface as an indication about news bias. 
NewsBird fetches news articles from Europe Media Monitor (Atkinson and der Goot, 
2009) and automatically group them into topics using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) 
method. 

Social news aggregation is a non-automated technique which depends on users to 
manually register news in a news aggregation system. NewsCube2.0 exploits this method 
to gather news on the topics created in their system along with the framing metrics (Park 
et al., 2011). This facilitates future incoming readers to the website to get a diverse view 
about topics. However user participation and management of framing spectrum were 
difficult and problematic according to the researchers. 

There are also some attempts of using crowdsourcing for tackling news bias.  
Budak et al. have used Mechanical Turk to classify and identify biased news. The task 
doers (crowd) in this case have mainly done their job for the compensation they received. 
Therefore, they were not regular news readers who did not know much about the context 
of news stories. This might have affected the quality of the bias identification. In a 
similar vein UnbiasedCrowd has used not a crowd but selected activists to identify and 
report visual bias in news (Narwal et al., 2017). However, in this case, staffing of 
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activists for every single news story has been an issue and excessive manual effort is 
involved. 

Researchers have also attempted to automate the bias recognition using text 
processing techniques. Blews system uses text processing along with link analysis to find 
the emotional sentiment towards liberal or conservative stance (Gamon et al., 2008). 
DisputeFinder which is a web browser extension utilises text processing to highlight 
disputed text in a webpage (Ennals et al., 2010). 

There are some researches focusing on combining crowdsourcing with machine 
learning techniques to automate bias identification of news items. Vincent and Mestre 
have used the crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower to utilise a crowd for annotating a 
set of selected news stories (Vincent and Mestre, 2018). Further they have also used 
domain experts to leverage the individual biasness of the inexperienced crowd workers. 
The annotated dataset was then used to train the machine learning algorithms that can be 
used to automate the bias detection. However, a similar research study concludes that 
human labelling is more suitable than automatic labelling for this task (Lazaridou et al., 
2020). 

Table 1 summarises the techniques used by other researchers regarding mitigating 
bias in news. It can be observed that most of the scholars think that providing multiple 
news items for a given story will help the readers to overcome the news bias. Only two 
examples could be found about trying to automate the detection of bias in news. Given 
the complexity of bias, automating seems to be an infeasible option. Even though 
crowdsourcing seems a very viable solution for this problem, yet few have tried to 
employ it. Some researchers have only utilised crowdsourcing to produce a labelled 
sample to train the machine learning algorithms. 

Table 1 Summary of the previous work 

Name of the project Used techniques 
DiversiNews • Automatic news aggregation 

 • Automatic sentiment analysis 
NewsBird • Automatic news aggregation 
NewsCube2.0 • Social news aggregation 

 • User framing 
Budak et al. • Crowdsourcing 
UnbiasedCrowd • Manual bias reporting 
Blews • Text processing 

 • Link analysis 
DisputeFinder • Text processing 
Vincent and Mestre • Crowdsourcing 

 • Expert knowledge 

 • Machine learning 
Lazaridou et al. • Crowdsourcing 

 • Expert knowledge 

 • Machine learning 
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3 Methods of online participation 

Nowadays users of websites actively interact in different ways rather than just referring 
the content. Online news consumption has brought forward techniques to involve the 
news readers as active participants such as news sharing, news aggregation, sharing 
opinion about news items, uploading user generated content and commenting (Fletcher 
and Park, 2017). Such online participation approaches are studied extensively and 
discussed in this section. 

3.1 Wiki journalism (Opensource journalism) 

Wiki journalism is mainly about collaborative editing and sharing of news articles. It is 
analogical to opensource software, where once a news article is published in the platform 
by a writer, other users can edit it. The quality of the articles is driven by the 
contributions of the users of the platform. The articles can be submitted by anyone 
without limiting to trained journalists. 

Wikipedia which has been founded in 2004 can be named as the initiator of wiki 
journalism. However, Wikipedia itself is focused as an online collaborative encyclopaedia 
rather than merely focused on news. Therefore, Wikipedia Foundation has launched 
WikiNews in 2004 with the main objective of promoting citizen journalism (Bradshaw, 
2007). However, WikiNews has not gained enough popularity even though it is still an 
active website. Therefore, Jimmy Wales who is the founder of Wikipedia created 
WikiTribune in 2017 as a platform to fight against fake news (Hern, 2017). In contrast to 
WikiNews, few reputed journalists are hired for WikiTribune to maintain the quality of the 
submitted news articles. The articles which are created by users must be approved or 
edited by a member of the hired staff before making them publicly accessible. 

However major challenge of wiki journalism is the inability of laymen to quickly 
compose a quality news article (Seward, 2010). In news sector where timeliness of news 
is critical, writers do not get enough time to fine tune the writing style which requires 
coherent narrative which contrasts with factual style practised in Wikipedia. This can be 
attributed to the low attractiveness of news wikis. Otherwise, wiki journalism provides a 
strong basis to fight news bias. Apart from this, vandalism and authority are other main 
issues which exist in wiki journalism (Lih, 2004). Wiki platforms have devised 
techniques to fight vandalism such as limiting features for newly registered users until 
they pass a set time duration. 

Amidst the aforementioned challenges, some of the wiki journalism projects such as 
Ushahidi (Okolloh, 2009) and OhMyNews (Bentley, 2008) have become successful. 
However, these projects have employed paid staff members to verify and finalise the 
news items before publishing. Another observation is that these wiki news sites focus on 
selected contemporary events or topics so that they could successfully attract necessary 
contributors from interest groups. 

3.2 Social news aggregation 

Common news aggregators automatically crawl news from different news providers and 
utilise algorithms to group, summarise and visualise news for the readers (Hamborg et al., 
2020). Google News, Yahoo News and Huffington Post are popular examples for common 
news aggregation servers. On the other hand, social news aggregators employ their user 
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community to manually fetch and submit news items from different sources. Multiple 
successful social news aggregator sites have been emerged as a result of Web 2.0 (i.e., 
Participative and Social Web). Users of these sites can post stories (with links to source) 
together with their comments and tags. These posts are then ranked by the help of users 
and/or a set algorithm and then displayed in the front page. Stories are usually classified 
under subtopics (e.g., political, business, technology, sports etc.) as well (Steinbaur, 
2011). 

Reddit, Digg, Fark and Slashdot are leading social news websites at the moment. 
Reddit being the most popular website had around 330 million users in 2018 while Digg 
had 12 million monthly users in 2015 (McCormick, 2017; Engel, 2016). The substantial 
base of users enables these platforms to deal with large amount of news stories and to 
engage the labour of the crowd to filter and rank posts to be summarised and presented in 
their websites (Bruns, 2005). 

News aggregation helps the readers to realise bias in news by providing multiple 
viewpoints of a news story from different sources (Trampuš et al., 2015; Hamborg et al., 
2020). Social news aggregation further empowers users by actively engaging them to tag, 
rank and comment on news items. 

3.3 User generated content (UGC) 

Another way to involve the online audience in news sites is by facilitating them to 
contribute with the content such as images, videos, text and audio (Berthon et al., 2015). 
This content is defined as user generated content or user created content. Functionality to 
upload user generated content has been already implemented in major news providers 
like BBC, CNN and TIMES Magazine. UGC is a very good tool to showcase first-hand 
ground level information from the general public from places where journalists cannot 
access. This is quite useful during dangerous situations such as conflicts, accidents, 
natural disasters etc. However, due to the difficulty in the verification UGC should be 
used with care even though it is advantageous. There exist also legal concerns over the 
responsibility as well as copyrights. Therefore, usually the news provider does not take 
responsibility of UGC. 

3.4 User comments 

In some news websites, readers are given facility to write their own comments regarding 
the news articles. But recently some of the major news websites have cut off this feature 
(Green, 2018). Main reason behind this is uncivil and impolite commenting practises of 
the users which has made it harder to moderate (Naab and Kalch, 2017). Commenting 
enables the readers to communicate with the author and other interested readers. This can 
certainly help to resolve bias in news as it creates a platform for expressing opinions thus 
good to be encouraged than been restricted. Identifying new ways to help the moderation 
of user comments should be beneficial in this regard. 

4 Lessons from crowdsourcing platforms 

There are multiple knowledge production crowdsourcing platforms such as Wikipedia, 
Everipedia, Scholarpedia, Citizendium, Stack Overflow, Yahoo Answers and Quora. Yet 
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Wikipedia and Stack Overflow have been identified as major knowledge production sites 
as they are the most prominent crowdsourcing platforms (Matei et al., 2018). Wikipedia is 
a web-based, multilingual, free-content encyclopaedia which operates on a model of 
openly editable content (Wikipedia, 2021a). Currently English Wikipedia has about  
6.2 million content articles with around 52.8 million total pages (Wikipedia, 2021a). 
There are about 41 million registered users and 1109 administrators. It is currently listed 
as the 13th most popular website in the Alexa rankings (Alexa Internet Inc., 2021). Stack 
Overflow is the number one question and answer site which caters a wide range of topics 
in computer programming. As of now, Stack Overflow has about 14.3 million registered 
users with around 265 million of monthly visits (Stack Exchange Inc., 2021a). 

Based on the above facts there is no doubt about the success and popularity of above-
mentioned crowdsourcing platforms. Therefore, Wikipedia and Stack Overflow platforms 
are further studied to learn aspects which could be beneficial for the news sector to 
specifically support with bias mitigation. 

4.1 Lessons from Wikipedia 

• Underlying software framework: Wikipedia is backed by its very powerful software 
called MediaWiki. The Wikimedia Foundation offers it as a free and opensource wiki 
engine (MediaWiki, 2021). Lot of other people use this engine to create their own 
wiki type websites for various purposes as well. Customisation is also possible as per 
the requirements of the context of use as this software is purely opensource. 

• System of moderation and conflict resolution: In principle, an article can be 
submitted or modified by any user in Wikipedia. However sometimes user actions 
are restricted to confront vandalism and content disputes. Wikipedia has adopted a 
strong protection policy which specifies a system of moderation and conflict 
resolution in this regard. Furthermore, Wikipedia also has a comprehensive guide to 
address bias (Wikipedia, 2021b). Readers can notify administrators about biased 
articles through the system for them to take necessary action for resolving bias. 
Administrators even have the power to temporarily flag an article as biased until the 
issues are completely resolved. 

• Multilanguage support: The Wikimedia Foundation has offered Wikipedias in 
different languages. As of June 2021, its articles have been created in 321 languages 
(WikiMedia, 2021) while having 310 active Wikipedias in different languages. This 
achievement can be also contributed to its underlying software MediaWiki. 
Therefore, Wikipedia model can be combined to overcome language barrier. 

• Motivation to contribute: Wikipedia does not have a reputation system or provide 
financial benefits for its contributors. Yet it has a good set of contributing users and 
audience. This phenomenon can be exclusively attributed to the personal values of 
the users. Figure 1 displays April 2011 Wikipedia Editor Survey with top reasons for 
continuing to contribute (Wikipedia, 2021c). It is surprising fact to observe that 53% 
of its users contribute to find articles that are biased or incomplete. 
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Figure 1 Wikipedia editor survey – April 2011 (see online version for colours) 

 
Source: Wikipedia (2021c) 

4.2 Lessons from Stack Overflow 

• User reputation system: Registered users in Stack Overflow mainly post questions 
and provide answers to them. Users can also tag questions with topics and 
vote/comment for both questions and answers. Users can earn points or merits for 
these activities they perform in Stack Overflow which will be considered as the 
reputation. The reputed users will get more control over the activities they can be 
involved in. For an example, new users cannot comment on posts until they earn the 
required minimum level of reputation (Stack Exchange Inc., 2021b). 

• Tagging, commenting and replying: A question posted by a user in Stack Overflow 
analogues to a news item posted by a user in a social news website. Tagging, voting, 
commenting and replying can be performed for each question posted. Crowd’s help 
can be used to tag news stories into topics or subtopics. Similarly, users can be asked 
to mark the biasness of a news article they read along with the reasoning through 
comments if necessary. However unlike Stack Overflow, the news articles have a 
time value. Therefore, the ranking algorithms should consider that as well. Replies 
will enrich the reader’s understanding as they facilitate a dialog between concerned 
parties and they also provide a platform for people to share their first-hand 
experiences. Members can comment on both questions and answers in Stack 
Overflow. Likewise, commenting on news article itself or on each reply can be 
enabled. This will aid to validate each activity (news article or reply) separately by 
the help of crowd and thus work as crowd-based moderation. 

• Voting: Stack Overflow has a voting system which is crucial for the governance of 
the whole site according to the principles of representative democracy. It is possible 
to vote up (upvote) or vote down (downvote) towards a question or answer posted in 
the site. Upvoting will indicate the community that a post is exciting, well-
researched, and valuable, while downvoting indicates the opposite. These metrics 
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help the site to reward the good contributors with reputation. Reducing reputation 
points from users who receive downvotes sends them a message for improvement or 
correction. Voting is also used to rank the answers for a question and display them in 
a way which is easier for a reader to quickly find the best answer to a question. 

• Motivation to contribute: In Stack Overflow, there is no financial incentive to the 
users for their contribution. However, it provides intrinsic motivation such as 
reputation, satisfaction and values for their contributors. For this purpose, Stack 
Overflow has devised a comprehensive user reputation system where users are 
assigned with points/badges to value their contribution level. This provides the 
necessary motivation along with additional powers of control over the platform. 

5 Discussion 

As per the study done in Sections 3 and 4, following mechanisms from online 
participation and crowdsourcing were chosen which can be incorporated when devising 
solutions to fight against biased online news. 

• social news aggregation 

• tagging 

• commenting 

• voting 

• user reputation system. 

Following sections describe these mechanisms in detail. 

5.1 Social news aggregation 

Many researchers believe and have already tested providing several news articles from 
multiple news providers to the readers as a method to minimise the effects of news bias 
(Park et al., 2011; Trampuš et al., 2015; Hamborg et al., 2020). Almost half of online 
news readers directly visit websites of broadcasters or news articles rather than searching 
or using social media (Kennedy and Prat, 2019). Therefore, there is a huge chance that 
these readers are affected by the biasedness of the limited set of news providers they 
follow. Hence this approach may help them to get an unbiased viewpoint of the news 
stories they read. 

Even though wiki journalism is an option to provide different viewpoints on news 
stories it has not been successful so far due to various reasons. Hence, social news 
aggregation is a viable mechanism for this purpose as it is a well proven technique. But 
the crowd itself will not have enough power to handle the huge amount of common news 
stories emerging real-time. To overcome this situation, automated news aggregation can 
be also incorporated to fetch news. NewsBird has successfully used NewsFeed crawling 
software to automatically aggregate news (Trampuš et al., 2015; Trampuš and Novak, 
2012). However social news aggregation itself will be enough in situations where only 
specific news stories or topics are considered. 
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5.2 Tagging 

Crowdsourcing can be used to identify and tag biasness of news articles. The readers can 
be asked to rate the biasness of articles along with their comments or labels. These inputs 
can be utilised to generate a metric which displays the biasness of an article so that future 
readers will be aware of such bias. The reported biasness values can be used to devise 
metrics for news providers or journalists in general as well. These indicators will help the 
audience to get a good picture about the news providers. 

The automatic text processing techniques are not yet capable of recognising the 
complex scenarios of different types of media bias (Hamborg et al., 2019; Lazaridou et 
al., 2020). Therefore, those techniques have a very limited use in bias detection and 
evaluation. In contrast, the crowd will be able to perform this task effectively as a 
collective force. However, the crowd will need some amount of time to react upon a 
newly popped up news item. Thus, when compared with the automated approach of bias 
detection, there will be a time lag. 

5.3 Commenting 

Empowering readers to comment will provide a good environment to mitigate bias in the 
news. This can be further enhanced if readers can attach user generated content in the 
comments section. However, there should be a proper mechanism to control vandalism 
and edit-wars. The already proven moderation systems which are used in crowdsourcing 
platforms like Wikipedia and Stack Overflow can be employed for this purpose. 

5.4 Voting 

Voting helps to moderate user activities with the help of the community. For an example 
unnecessary or unethical comments can be downvoted by the community and 
subsequently discouraged while good feedback is upvoted. The number of votes received 
by users can help to take necessary action against vandalism and unethical commenting. 
The voting system will encourage the good contributors while degrading or limiting bad 
users. Voting system can be used together with the reputation system to limit user 
behaviour as per the feedback they receive from the community. 

Further, voting will facilitate presenting the popular news of the community at a 
given moment. The presentation of news items can be sorted according to the votes they 
receive. But sum of votes itself will not be sufficient to sort the news items because the 
news stories have a time-value. Therefore, there should be a mechanism to consider time 
factor when showing top news in the site. 

5.5 User reputation system 

Community driven websites entirely depend on the contribution of their users (Zhao and 
Zhu, 2014). Therefore, motivating the users to contribute and ensuring the quality of their 
submissions are main critical factors to become a successful crowdsourcing platform.  
The user reputation system facilitates to combat vandalism as well. The rewarding 
criteria must be devised skilfully to sustain the level of user participation. The mechanism 
which is used in Stack Overflow can be studied as a good example to begin with. 
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6 Proposed solution 

Based on the analysis a high-level architecture of a web-based news platform is proposed 
as depicted in Figure 2. This solution uses advantageous mechanisms from both online 
participation and crowdsourcing to help with mitigating news bias. This platform consists 
of five main components named Aggregation, Presentation, Crowd Activities, User 
Management and Administration in a functional point of view. These components are 
discussed in detail below. 

6.1 Aggregation 

This component is responsible for fetching news items for the site. Automated news 
aggregation and/or social news aggregation can be used for this purpose and the 
aggregated news items should be stored in the database. Most of the popular websites 
offer news through RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feeds where third-party applications 
can automatically fetch in a standardised machine-readable form. The proposed platform 
can use RSS feeds of news providers to aggregate news from them. There are already 
developed free and open-source libraries like NewsFeed that can be used for this purpose 
as well (Trampuš and Novak, 2012). NewsFeed periodically crawls a specified set of RSS 
feeds and acquire links to news articles. The set of RSS feeds and the interval to refresh 
can be set as per the requirement. This should be done carefully not to flood readers with 
huge number of news articles, but to provide a sufficient combination of sources to 
minimise the effect of bias. 

Figure 2 High-level architecture of the proposed solution 
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Web browser plugins (extensions) can be implemented for the social news aggregation. 
The users of the proposed news platform should be asked to install these plugins in their 
browsers. When they read a particular news article in a news website, they can use the 
plugin to post it to the proposed news platform. Necessary information from the news 
item can be automatically fetched by the browser plugin to make the process convenient 
and efficient. The RSS specification can be used as a standard to decide which 
information to collect. Example schema for a news article is displayed in Figure 3. There 
should be also a mechanism to avoid the duplicate entries as multiple users may submit 
the same news article. The unique guid element in RSS schema can be used to check for 
duplicates. In addition, when submitting articles, users can be asked to provide the bias 
rankings, tags and their comments. Therefore, social news aggregation component should 
be able to access user data. 

6.2 Presentation 

This component handles the presentation of the site. The way news stories are displayed 
on the website is very important as the usability of the platform will be the key factor for 
attracting and retaining the viewers. Grouping into topics or subtopics (e.g., Politics, 
Financial, Sports, Science, etc.) should be done according to the tags. There is also 
possibility to use topic analysis to automatically categorise news articles. So that in the 
main page of the site, main topics can be displayed for a user to select. The news articles 
inside these topics can be ranked in reverse chronological order. However, the popular 
articles which have more viewership should be displayed for at least a limited time for 
the daily users to read. 

Figure 3 Example schema for a news article (see online version for colours) 

 

The full news article will not be available for the site to display. Therefore, only the title, 
link to original article, source, author, published date and a small description will be 
shown. The reader should open the link to read the full article. The crowd activities must 
also dynamically affect the presentation of gathered news items to the users. The metrics 
like biasness, number of votes, views, comments, and replies also should be displayed 
along with the news item. 

When the site is up and running, lots of data will be gathered about the news sources, 
topics, biasness rankings, view counts, votes etc. These collected data will provide a good 
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source of information about the news sector in general. Therefore, providing a sub 
section to display these statistics will help the audience to get a good picture about the 
industry. For an example, a metric like reported biasness over the number of views for 
each news source/journalist will provide a message to the audience about their biasness. 
So, the readers can avoid biased sources or use unbiased sources as much as possible. 

Apart from the above-mentioned functionalities, a search facility should be also 
implemented to provide a comprehensive news searching as per the user inputs. The 
visualisation component, which is integrated with grouping, summarisation, searching 
components along with user data will create the presentation of news on the website. 

6.3 Crowd activities 

This component takes care of the activities of the crowd. After reading the full news 
article the users should be able to use the browser plugin to report bias, add comments or 
vote. Perceived biasness will differ for each user as it is a subjective measurement. But 
ultimately the cumulative figures of the whole community will act as a respectable 
normalised result for the biasness. This normalisation could circumvent the effect of 
biased users of the platform itself. A scale from 0 to 10 can be provided for the readers to 
submit a value for the biasness. However, when rating the biasness users should be also 
provided the facility to enter tags to relate with the biasness they report. For an example 
if the article is favoured for a certain political party, the user can enter the party name as a 
tag. When the biasness metric is displayed keywords can be also shown along with  
their occurrences. As specified in section 1, there are numerous ways bias can be injected 
into a news story. Therefore, a single average reader can be easily tricked. Utilising 
community labelling will help the readers in a collective manner to identify and mitigate 
bias in news items they read. 

Moderation of the user comments will be handled by the community itself with the 
help of voting and user reputation system. Voting functionality should be available for 
the news article and for the individual comments with the possibility of upvoting and 
downvoting. 

Tagging, voting and commenting components are integrated with the user reputation 
management module as these activities will be only available for users with different 
reputation levels. Further these activities will add meta data about the already aggregated 
news in the database. This updated information about news items will then be propagated 
into the presentation module. 

6.4 User management 

User Management contains two submodules named General User Management and User 
Reputation Management. General User Management must handle general maintenance of 
users of the news platform such as new user registration, user profile management, 
changing password etc. The User Reputation Management should cover the mechanism 
of reputation handling of the registered users. User reputation system is a key part of a 
crowdsourcing platform which does not provide any financial benefits to the users for 
their contributions. The users contribute for their intrinsic motivation like personal values 
and respect from the community. Therefore, rewarding good contributors with points and 
giving them more controls over the others motivate them to contribute more. A hierarchy 
of user levels should be also devised along with the badges. Criteria should also be 
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prepared to decide how each contributing activity should affect points of the users. 
Upvotes and downvotes for the comments should be also taken into consideration in this 
regard. 

The user data should be stored in the database and shared with the social news 
aggregation and visualisation components. 

6.5 Administration 

The Administration module should support the general maintenance activities of the news 
platform such as configurations, basic data etc. For an example, the URL links to RSS 
news feeds should be entered in the system when the automatic news aggregation is used. 
This component should facilitate the configuration of such inputs. 

7 Implementation and evaluation of the proposed system 

A possible technical architecture of the proposed new platform is shown in Figure 4. The 
system will share a common database to store data. The News Aggregator component 
should automatically crawl the news from the Web and save in the database. The settings 
of the News Aggregator (e.g., The URLs of new sources, frequency, etc.) should be setup 
by an administrator using the Frontend Web Application. The Web Browser Plugin 
component should provide functionality for registering new users, user login and adding 
news articles manually to the news platform. The Web Browser Plugin will use the 
Backend Web API component to provide these functionalities. 

Figure 4 Technical components of the proposed system 

 

The Frontend Web Application should provide the presentation of news to the readers 
over the internet in the means of a public website. Unregistered users should also be able 
to see the news along with the metadata (i.e., biasness, tags, comments, etc.). It should 
also provide facility to register new members and log them in to the system. The 
registered users (members) should be provided additional features like reporting bias, 
tagging and commenting. This component should also provide administrative module to 
provide general administration of the news platform (e.g., basic data setup, user 
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management). The Backend Web API should keep the business logic and handle the 
communication with the database. 

Scalability and the performance of the platform can be guaranteed by deploying the 
technical components into a cloud platform such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) or 
Microsoft Azure. At the user registration the potential members should be provided with 
a comprehensive data and privacy policy about how their personal data are saved and 
used which they must agree with, to become a member. This can be enriched with 
general terms and conditions agreement. Since this platform will become a social 
platform, user registration and management should be planned well to minimise 
anonymous or false identities (e.g., verification via mobile phone). 

Next target of the authors is to provide the proof of concept in the means of a 
prototype of this novel news platform in a successive phase. Once the prototype is built 
the system should be evaluated. Volunteers must be sought to represent a good sample of 
the general online news readers. Then feedback of these users should be gathered to 
evaluate the system. Special consideration should be given to collect their experience 
about identifying and mitigating the biased news through the platform and how it differs 
from the way they read news earlier. The evaluation should assess if the platform itself 
would affect bias to prove the measures taken in this regard are successful. Furthermore, 
usability and performance of the system should be also main considerations in the 
evaluation. 

The system can be further improved by taking the results of evaluation into 
consideration. As commercialisation of the product is not the intention of the authors, the 
source code of the final version can be shared with the public similar to Wiki software. 
Hence interested parties can setup the system on their own. For an example interested 
person/organisation can set it up for a specific country/domain. But this does not mean 
the news platform cannot be a global platform. Yet, that should be the ultimate goal. In 
the ideal case the news platform may host as a not-for-profit service like Wikipedia 
which depends on donations. However, it should be also possible to gain revenue through 
online advertisements. 

8 Conclusion 

News can affect the minds of individual readers and then ultimately the entire society. 
Even irrevocable consequences can occur when readers are fed with biased news. 
Therefore, mitigating biased news is important to preserve the values of democracy. This 
paper provides a solution in this regard from the best practices of online participation and 
crowdsourcing platforms. 

At first previous work from scholars to fight against biased news were reviewed. 
Then the methods of online participation were discussed following an analysis of best 
practices from successful crowdsourcing platforms which can benefit news sector. All the 
findings of this study were then reviewed and a novel news platform has been proposed 
harnessing the strengths of online participation and crowdsourcing with special focus on 
online news bias mitigation. Main benefit of the proposed solution is the community 
labelling of bias utilising the news readers themselves as the crowd workers. The readers 
will be collectively empowered to identify the biasness of the news items they read. 
Additional mechanisms are proposed to support and sustain this. 
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The proposed solution can be used for a generic news platform or for a specific 
domain/topic/event. For an example, separate news platforms can be implemented for 
different countries which focus on local communities and news stories. Future research 
should be carried out to build a prototype news platform using the provided architecture 
as a proof of concept. Attracting a sufficient crowd is crucial as the success of a 
crowdsourcing platform depends on user contribution. One way to achieve this is to make 
the news website freely accessible for viewing news items while making additional 
functionality only available for registered users. 

A major challenge of the proposed solution is to keep up with the time value of news. 
However, the previous statistics about the news source and the reporter can be displayed 
along with the newly emerged news items which will help the readers to get some 
understanding until the crowd comes up with tags and comments. Another concern is that 
only a link to the original news article and a small description will be shown in the news 
site for posted news items. The reader should open the link to go through the full news 
article. However, the browser extension must be developed in a user-friendly manner to 
overcome this usability concern. 

Manipulating the system and vandalism will be controlled by the community itself 
with the help of user reputation system and voting. For an example, new users will not be 
able to comment until they earn some level of reputation, which will be powerful to avoid 
situations where a group of people collectively organise to make false comments 
overnight. Scalability will not be also an issue with the cloud-based options available 
nowadays. If the realised news platform is successful, it will provide a lucrative database 
which can be used for data mining. Therefore, as an additional benefit this will provide 
chances to reveal interesting patterns related to news industry. 
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